Product Specifications

Active Classroom by
TM

Grow Stool

Model No: 50960-XXXX, 50970-XXXX 50960N-XXXX, 50970N-XXXX

OVERVIEW:
The Hierarchy Grow stools offer a unique alternative to student chairs,
allowing for adjustable seat heights of 14” to 18” and 17” to 24”, and the full
lineup of hierarchy colors. Built to “wobble”, these stools help ease student
discomfort from sitting still for extended periods of time, while allowing them
to stay focused in the classroom.

BODY:
A Two-piece body assembly is comprised of an upper and lower tapered
body component, a seat and a base. Both body components are made of
reinforced polypropylene standard in all eight (8) Hierarchy colors.

BASE:
The convex base is reinforced polypropylene for strength and durability with
a non-skid over-molded thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) surface.

SEAT:
The reinforced polypropylene for strength and durability with a non-skid
over-molded thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) surface.

OPTIONS / ACCESSORIES:
The grow school comes in two heights, each with a varied adjustment range.

CYLINDER:
#50960 pneumatic cylinder requires a minimum of 35 Lbs. to partially
compress. 55 Lbs. for full compression. #50970 pneumatic cylinderrequires
a minimum of 50 Lbs. to partially compress. 65 Lbs. for full compression. The
non-rotating Grow Stool utilizes a hexagonal shaft on the cylinder to prevent

All Hierarchy color options are available.

COMPLIANCE:
Meets or Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA x6.1-2012

rotation.

CONSTRUCTION:
The body is assembled with a pneumatic cylinder and the seat and base are
assembled by ten (10) #12 x 7/8” screw

BODY COLOR:

Black

Cool Gray

SEAT/BASE

Navy

Blue

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

Gray
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DIMENSIONS:
Base Model No.
50960-XXXX
50970-XXXX
50960N-XXXX
50970N-XXXX

Height - Min. "
14"
17"
14"
17"
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Height - Max. "
18"
24"
18"
24"

Overall Depth "
13.25"
13.25"
13.25"
13.25"

Depth - Frame "
13.25"
13.25"
13.25"
13.25"
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